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Pet Insert Installation
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Installing the ZÜCA insert in the

on an absorbent disposable

the insert and open the main

pet liner to the bottom snaps.

front zipper. Reach inside and

From the main opening, place

form the insert into the shape

the pet floor panel inside the

of the frame. Next,remove the

insert, with the snaps facing

back of the fabric fastener, but

down. You’re almost done.

don’t remove the wax paper just yet.

Just one more step...

Turn the frame upside down and look

Finally, adhere the fabric fastener
at the top of the insert to the

under the seat between the

fabric fastener you placed

telescoping handle and the
round grip hole. There are two

FABRIC FASTENER

spaces where you will adhere
the fabric fastener strips you
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Locate the floor panel and snap

ZÜCA frame is easy. First, take

under the seat. Make any
last needed adjustments so

FABRIC FASTENER

set aside earlier. Now with the
wax paper removed, affix the
fabric fasteners to the underside

that your insert sits smoothly
in its frame.

of the seat, as shown.

Next, place the insert into the main opening

of the frame. Unzip the zipper tubes
located on both sides of the main
opening to zip them around the

Care

front metal tubes. Be sure to

ZÜCAs are hand washable. Close all fabric fastener tabs and hand

start the zipper on the straight

wash your ZÜCA insert in cold water with mild soap. Rinse well and

section of the front metal

hang dry or you may also dry in its frame.

tubing; it is easier to get started
here than on the curved section.
Also, be sure the zipper is mated
completely before you start zipping.
Zip down both zippers a short distance,

HAND
WASH

then slide insert into place over the curved section of the metal
tubes and finish zipping. Fold over both ends with the protective

COLD
WATER

fabricfastener tabs located at the top and the bottom of each

Warning

zipper tube. Locate fabric fastener tabs that hold the insert to

DESIGNED For pets up to 15 lbs.

the back of the frame and fasten them.

not DESIGNED FOR Air travel.

MILD
SOAp

HANG
DRY

Do not LEAVE your PET UNATTENDED IN THE carrier.
Do not leave the leash attached to your pet unattended.
attach the leash to the harness, and not the collar.
Remove the leash when transporting your pet at all times.
The pet carrier is designed to hold a normal sitting load of
up to 300 lbs provided your ZÜCA is on a firm level surface.

